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McGill-Queen's/Associated Medical Services Studies in the History of Medicine, Health, and Society

2004

in the dévotes elizabeth rapley provides a detailed and comprehensive account of the feminization of the church in seventeenth century france and as far
abroad as new france from publisher s description

The Dévotes

1990

a social history of the cloister is a study of life in teaching convents across france through two hundred years of history a history that provided the
beginnings and inspiration for most of today s institutions for the catholic education of girls

A Social History of the Cloister

2001

the queen elizabeth hospital of montreal an exemplary canadian community hospital that had been the site of many national and international medical
firsts was suddenly closed in the mid 1990s it was not alone

Herder on Nationality, Humanity and History

2005

in nature s infinite book of secrecy a little i can read william shakespeare environmental degradation globalization the closure of our public life to
the transcendent dimensions of human existence for esteemed philosopher kenneth schmitz these are the by products of modernity and post modernity but the
recovery of wonder is not a denunciation of modern philosophy instead it seeks to point out what needs to be rethought at fundamental levels of our
understanding and to show clearly how contemporary social concerns can be illuminated by a new look at the history of philosophy while acknowledging the
significant gains modernity and post modernity offer western civilization in the areas of liberty and knowledge schmitz sees in their arguments a
superficiality that does not bite to the bone in the recovery of wonder he proposes we approach the world as a gift in order to regain the sense of
wonder shakespeare so eloquently recognized

Who Killed the Queen?

2008

tracing performance studies paths in canada

The Recovery of Wonder

2005
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in a kingdom of the mind ethnographers material culture specialists and contributors from a wide variety of disciplines explore the impact of the scots
on canadian life showing how the scots image of their homeland and themselves played an important role in the emerging definition of what it meant to be
canadian

Performance Studies in Canada

2017

examining the neglected organizational and research origins of the first interdisciplinary centres for the brain sciences

Kingdom of the Mind

2006-04-05

reason and self enactment in history and politics also offers a reappraisal of basic political principles and constructs barnard argues for bridging
differences among a plurality of truths and forming practical judgments through cultivation of a sense of situational appropriateness

A New Field in Mind

2019-12-30

architecture in the family way explores the relationship between domestic architecture health reform and feminism in late nineteenth century england
annmarie adams examines the changing perceptions about the english middle class house from 1870 to 1900 highlighting how attitudes toward health women
home life and even politics were played out in architecture

Reason and Self-Enactment in History and Politics

2006-03-03

annotation the collected writings of a leading authority on canada s ethnic and linguistic diversity

Architecture in the Family Way

1996

in the early years of the twentieth century medical research in canada was the job of a select few by mid century it had grown into a systematic large
scale venture that involved teams of professional scientists and dozens of laboratories in universities government and industry j b collip skilled both
as a bench scientist and an entrepreneur played a leading role in this transformation in j b collip and the development of medical research in canada
alison li details how collip leapt into prominence in 1921 22 as part of the team at the university of toronto that isolated insulin when the nobel prize
was awarded to frederick banting and j j r macleod in 1923 banting announced he was sharing his award with charles best macleod in turn announced he was
sharing his award with collip collip was known for his remarkable skills in making hormone extracts many of which proved to have therapeutic and
therefore commercial value at mcgill university in the 1930s he headed a thriving research group that carried out investigations of the pituitary and sex
hormones including development of one of the first orally active estrogen products collip s story sheds light on early negotiations between academic
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science and the pharmaceutical industry and on the complexities of sustaining a research laboratory before the rise of government funding as the head of
the national research council s medical research division during its formative years collip helped shape the foundations of organized support for medical
research in canada

McGill

1960

in ethnicity in the mainstream she argues that canadian english culture is indeed carnivalesque and like that of other ethnic groups is selected emergent
and invented not appropriated intact from the old world she also explores uses of power in contexts of ethnic expression

In Business for Ourselves

1992

a collective picture of modern capitalism suggests that economic prospects political costs and implications for human development and freedom under this
system are grim indeed however the possibility of an alternative viewpoint and an alternative system provide grounds for optimism the authors in critical
political studies challenge the neo liberal pro market ideology that has arisen in the age of the so called post communist new world order wrestling with
the implications of globalization democratization and the politics of radical social change written as a tribute to the remarkable intellectual career of
colin leys the debates in this book deal with some of the most pressing problems confronting the majority of citizens in both first world and third world
contexts their contributions provide the confidence to pursue new possibilities that permit a more optimistic if critical outlook topics covered include
contemporary debates about globalization and the nation state african development prospects for british socialism after blair social movements and
current issues in political and social theory contributors include laurie adkin university of alberta abigail bakan bruce berman queen s university
manfred bienefeld carleton university alex callinicos university of york uk bonnie campbell university of quebec at montreal michael chege university of
florida radhika desai university of victoria lauren dobell phd candidate oxford university phil goldman queen s university banu helvacioglu bilkent
university turkey robert jessop university of lancaster uk colin leys emeritus queen s university eleanor macdonald marguerite mendell concordia
university leo panitch york university anne phillips london school of economics and political science and john saul atkinson college york university

Ethnic Relations in Canada

2005

what can be done on a systemic level to support student learning

J.B. Collip and the Development of Medical Research in Canada

2003-10-27

contrasting immigrant experiences in remote regions and metropolitan centres of canada
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Ethnicity in the Mainstream

1994

gray focuses on the social administrative political and spiritual dimensions of the lives of three congrégation superiors marie barbier marie josèphe
maugue garreau and marie raizenne by exploring the implications of the hierarchies of power within the convent and providing a thorough analysis of the
convent s relationship with the social religious and governmental structures that surrounded it taking into account both medieval and catholic
reformation europe and seventeenth and eighteenth century canada gray reveals the paradoxes inherent in the position of a female superior within the male
dominated sphere of both the church and the larger secular community

Critical Political Studies

2002

lithography in the islamic world is a bridge between the manuscript age and typography the arabic book printed by lithography is essentially a facsimile
of the exemplar produced originally by hand and as such exhibits all the characteristic features proper to manuscripts despite the considerable number of
arabic lithographed books and their importance to scholarship this form of printed literature has received little attention this is the first catalogue
of its kind

Taking Stock

2010

an exquisitely illustrated study of the spiritual and cultural aspects of the cistercian world

The Punjabis in British Columbia

2012

convinced that rights are inalienable and that legitimate government requires the consent of the governed the fathers of confederation whether liberal or
conservative looked to the european enlightenment and john locke janet ajzenstat analyzes the legislative debates in the colonial parliaments and the
constitution act 1867 in a provocative reinterpretation of canadian political history from 1864 to 1873 ajzenstat contends that the debt to locke is most
evident in the debates on the making of canada s parliament though the anti confederates maintained that the existing provincial parliaments offered
superior protection for individual rights the confederates insisted that the union s general legislature the parliament of canada would prove equal to
the task and that the promise of life and liberty would bring the scattered populations of british north america together as a free nation

The Congrégation de Notre-Dame, Superiors, and the Paradox of Power, 1693-1796

2007-10-25

a provocative analysis of the legacy and direction of action research in canada and beyond
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Arabic Lithographed Books

1996

in the early twentieth century a new american scripture appeared on the scene it was the product of a school of theological thinking known as
dispensationalism which offered a striking new way of reading the bible one that focused attention squarely on the end times that scripture the scofield
reference bible would become the ur text of american apocalyptic evangelicalism but while the scofield took hold in the united states the belief system
from which it emerged dispensationalism was not primarily a homegrown american phenomenon in the americanization of the apocalypse creating america s own
bible donald harman akenson examines the creation and spread of dispensationalism the story is a transnational one created in southern ireland by
evangelical anglicans who were terrified by the rise of catholicism then transferred to england where it was expanded upon and next carried to british
north america by brethren missionaries and then subsequently embraced by american evangelicals akenson combines a respect for individual human agency
with an equal recognition of the complex and persuasive ideational system that apocalyptic dispensationalism presented for believers the system explained
the world and its future for the wider culture the product of this rich evolution was a series of concepts that became part of the everyday vocabulary of
american life end times apocalypse second coming rapture and millennium the americanization of the apocalypse is the first book to document using direct
archival evidence the invention of the epochal scofield reference bible and thus the provenance of modern american evangelicalism

The Cistercian Arts

2014

the book provides a comprehensive analysis of local government in federations it fills the gap in current legal research and positions local government
in federal studies through the lenses of comparative law adopting a more nuanced approach to local government the book considers the shortcomings between
the black letter constitution and its operational rules whether and how the regime of local government is implemented is more relevant than its formal
but ineffective recognition the comparative survey discloses the variety local institutions take in different federal contexts divided into three parts
the book comprises chapters investigating local government in systems that to various degrees have been examined and classified as federal scholars
throughout the world have examined the federal local connection in aggregative federations the usa canada switzerland germany australia and austria
devolutionary ones belgium bosnia herzegovina italy spain the uk argentina brazil mexico and the russian federation as well as in federations beyond the
west where federalism as a colonial legacy has undergone a process of reinvention affecting the federal local connection south africa ethiopia india
nigeria comoros democratic republic of congo nepal palau federated states of micronesia st kitts and nevis united arab emirates and pakistan

McGill University Thesis Directory

1975

how american and canadian cities came to be governed differently and what it means for the future

The Canadian Founding

2007

northeastern hungary was full of places like the village of vaja where jews had farmed for generations naves s ancestors had tilled hungarian soil since
the eighteenth century they had married into similar farming families and maintained a lifestyle at once agricultural orthodox and hungariophile the
nyirség a sandy slightly undulating region wedged between the great hungarian plain and the foothills of the carpathians was the centre of their world
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but all this changed irrevocably with the holocaust naves s generation is the first in two centuries whose roots are severed from the soil that once
nurtured them naves s quest for her past began with her father one of the few members of a vast extended family to survive the nazi death camps his
stories and memories of ancestors were a well spring from which he drew strength and they became an obsession for naves as she was growing up and when
she had children of her own journey to vaja is her attempt to record the lives of these ancestors and reclaim their lives as part of her and her children
s birthright it incorporates myths and stories with family letters and detailed archival research to provide an extraordinary look at the landscape of
memory and a testament to the redemptive power of love and family

The Commonwealth of Nature: Art and Poetic Community in the Age of Dante

2020

this survey of 15 successful small businesses in northern alberta the yukon and northwest territories analyzes the activities structure finances and
prospects of each using the personal accounts of the owners many of them native people

The Future of Action Research in Education

1985-05-15

cultural and textual analysis of 300 german propaganda pamphlets reveals lay people responding to the protestant reformation they urge changes based on
the perceptions and aspirations of their social class supporting their proposals by personal interpretations of the bible

Ascription and Achievement

2024-02-07

while we know a great deal about the role religion played in institutions in victorian canada its place in home and family life has remained relatively
unexplored drawing on a treasure trove of family papers and material culture marguerite van die depicts religion as lived experience in a portrait of a
protestant middle class family in quebec s eastern townships van die a sympathetic and perceptive observer and a gifted and deft interpreter describes
the lives of the colbys of carrollcroft members of canada s emerging economic elite who were active in the local community public life and politics
drawing attention to the links connecting domestic religion and private life business concerns and social change in one family s life over three
generations

The Americanization of the Apocalypse

2023-12-12

opening discussions about the possible futures of canadian art history in a time of global analyses

Local Governance in Multi-Layered Systems

2019

breaking away from the traditional analysis of church policy sermons and clerical scholarship for canada s sake presents an exemplary analysis of the
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meaning behind religiously informed public celebrations and rituals such as centennial hymns and prayers and expo pavillions miedema argues that the 1967
celebrations reveal the continued importance of religion to canadian public life showing that a waning christian canada was being replaced by an
officially interfaith country the author throws into bold relief the varied attempts of government officials and religious leaders to come to terms with
new canadian and global realities as well as the response of canadians to their own increasing religious diversity

Shaping the Metropolis

1996-09-17

this well crafted book probes the key dimensions of africa s existential predicament it constitutes an intellectual response to a gnawing african
situation the starting point for grasping africa s social and religious quest beyond split explanations of external versus internal factors e g
colonization slavery vs leadership cultural values this study accounts more comprehensively for emergent issues shaping this situation the situation
reflects a gamut of problems in traditional african religion and material culture which hitherto defines african communality polities and destinies vis à
vis the cosmos and nature thus african religion and communities each with its own attendant values do not operate by critical engagement with larger
issues of society and civilization especially those shaped by the advent of post modernity rather they operate via adaptation the communal drive for
natural and social harmony inevitably produces a preservationist view of culture leaving things as they are this study takes an integrative approach to
religion society and civilization eschews dichotomies and broadly defines and re signifies life and wholeness as a true end of africans quest today

Journey to Vaja

2000

annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international bibliography of the most important
historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times the works
are arranged systematically according to period region or historical discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography contains a
geographical index and indexes of persons and authors

Canadian Books in Print

1992

the eighteen essays collected in this book originate from a conference of the same title held at the wingspread conference center in october of 1993
leading scholars were invited to reflect on their specialties in american religious history in ways that summarized both where the field is and where it
ought to move in the decades to come the essays are organized according to four general themes places and regions universal themes transformative events
and marginal groups and ethnocultural outsiders they address a wide range of specific topics including puritanism protestantism and economic behavior
gender and sexuality in american protestantism and the twentieth century de christianization of american public culture among the contributors are such
distinguished scholars as david d hall donald g matthews allen c guelzo gordon s wood daniel walker howe robert wuthnow jon butler david a hollinger
harry s stout and john higham taken together these essays reveal a rapidly expanding field of study that is breaking out of its traditional confines and
spilling into all of american history the book takes the measure of the changes of the last quarter century and charts numerous challenges to future work

In Business for Ourselves

1996
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Conflicting Visions of Reform

2007-02-14

Religion, Family, and Community in Victorian Canada

2014-10

Negotiations in a Vacant Lot

2005-12-19

For Canada's Sake

2014-01-30

Africa's Social and Religious Quest

2014-02-21

1995

1998-01-01

New Directions in American Religious History
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